Recruit Release Notes  Changes Launching 2018-05-03

Panorama
To allow campuses to track candidates across recruitments, waivers, and exemptions, we now allow you to **add candidate email addresses** for waivers and exemptions, and to access that information in the grid and the API. Next sprint we’ll follow up with a way to automatically surface places where email addresses match, giving you a quick and easy candidate history.

When using the Admin tool, some admins were surprised to find that roles they had previously removed from users were been re-added at some point. This happens occasionally because those user roles were supplied to Recruit via the user role data feed. To remove those roles permanently, the user must also edit the role on the user role feed. We have now made it **easier to tell which user roles were imported via the user role feed** so that administrators know to edit the feed in addition to adjusting access through Recruit.

Some users find it difficult to tell if a title is tenured or tenure-track. We have updated our help pages to include a **table of titles and title categories**. We also link to this help doc table from the title category filters used in any grids to clarify their definition.
Documentation
Our online help documentation has been updated to include the latest changes to bulk actions tools on the Applications section of a recruitment.

Bugs ‘n stuff

- Fixed the following issues:
  - Fake recruitment tool no longer outputs multi-level recruitment
  - Bulk email’s reply-to name will now correctly support accents in names
  - New recruitment success message has been clarified
  - On the reference letter upload page, the applicant name will now wrap when it is too long